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Grants vs. Proposals
Grant:
Funder’s perspective:
• a sum of money given by
an organization for a
particular purpose.
• a grant award is an
investment in positive
change.
• is not FREE money

Funding
Overview

Grant Proposals
Non profits perspective:
• a request for money
• a grant proposal is a tool
non profits use to address
an important issues within
their communities.
• a grant proposal is a call to
action
• a grant proposal is a
cogent, persuasive, wellsupported argument for
change.
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Source: The Grantmanship Centre https://www.tgci.com/what-grant-proposal

Funding
Overview

The Income Spectrum
GIVING

Donor

Gift Economy

ASKING

TRADING

Funder

Grant Funding

Purchaser

Structured
Market

Consumer

Open Market

EARNING
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SOURCE: Adapted from the National Council of Voluntary Organizations, Introductory Pack on Funding and
Finance: Guide to Sustainable Funding, 2006, p 13. http://www.scribd.com/doc/188860093/Guide-to-sustainablefunding, accessed March 17, 2014.

Income Sources for Non-profits
Donations

Grants

Contracts

Earned-income

Payment for provision
of products or service
to agreed terms with
a third party
purchaser. Often a
tendering process.

Selling products or
services to customers
on the open market.
Surplus income is
unrestricted

Description

Gifts to further the
mission of the
organization. Often
unrestricted. Donor
trusts org. to spend
as needed.

Restricted funding to
deliver mutually
agreed outcomes. Often
an application process,
the funder has clear
expectations.

This type of
income is
best for:

General income to
further cause

Specific programs with
defined outcomes

Delivery of a public
good or service

Product or service
with clear value
proposition/ market
demand

Public or private
organizations

Public or private
organizations

Individuals and public
or private
organizations

Providers

Individuals, private
organizations

Decision
Makers

Many Individuals

General
Approach to
acquiring this
source

Developing and
managing effective
communications/
campaigns

Cultivating and
managing relationships
with key decision
makers

Skills that
Help

PR, campaign
management,
online tools

Sales, Proposal
Development/ Grant
writing

Few Individuals

Few Individuals

Effective bidding

Proposal
Development/
Contract
Management

Many Individuals
Developing, selling
and managing the
value of your core
product/ service
Business/ Marketing
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Preparing
to Apply

Preparing to Apply
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Research

Preparing
to Apply

NEEDS (Issue identification/deficit perspective)
• What is your idea? Is the idea or project based on an
identified need in your community or communities?
OPPORTUNITIES (asset perspective)
• What is your idea? Is the idea or project based on an
identified opportunity?
What EVIDENCE (qualitative and/or quantitative) do you
have that shows this need/issue/opportunity exists?
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Defining the Project/ Focus

Preparing
to Apply

BROAD CONCEPTS
Project Goals
• What are you trying to achieve? What impact or
difference are you trying to accomplish?
• Who will benefit?
Defining the People Power Needed
• Internal: Task Team - Commitment, Skills
• Community: Supporters, Stakeholders, Beneficiaries
• Define Roles and Responsibilities:
• What is required of those involved?
• To whom are individuals / groups accountable?
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Identify the Support Needed

Preparing
to Apply

WHAT KIND OF SUPPORT DO YOU NEED?
• Long-term vs. short-term?
• Cash vs. Time
• Grants? Other income sources?
• Matching? If so, to what percentage?
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Shift Your Perspective
Organization Focused
Q: What’s the problem?
A: Our organization
doesn’t have enough
money.

Q: What’s the solution?
A: Give use more money!
Q: What’s the result?
A: We remain operational!

Preparing
to Apply

Cause Focused
Q: What’s the problem?
A: an explicit community
need.
Q: What’s the solution?
A: Your evidence-based
program and services.
Q: What’s the result?
A: the Community need is
impacted.
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Sources of Funding

Preparing
to Apply
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Sources of Funding
Government

Corporations

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Program areas well defined
Committed to making an award
Competitive
Peer review
Result: grant or contract

Enlightened self-interest
Not committed to “giving away” $
Usually need to know someone
Bottom line
Result: grant or contract

Foundations

Associations

•
•

•

•
•
•

Program areas broadly defined
Managed by their own trustees or
directors
No peer review
Rarely fund operating costs
Result: grant

•
•
•

Preparing
to Apply

Funding may be available through
local, provincial, and national chapters
Can be competitive
Give in-kind contributions
Result: grants or sponsorship

Source: Grant Station.com
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Categories of Grants

Preparing
to Apply

General Purpose or Operating

Program or Project
• Planning
• Seed money or start-up
• Management or technical assistance
• Facilities and equipment
• Endowment
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Knowing your Funding Source

Preparing
to Apply

WHO ARE THEY?
• What is their mandate?
• Who how do they give? (amounts, frequency, sectors)
• Who have they previously funded?

WHO ARE YOU?
• What is your mandate? How well does it align with the funder?
• Does the funder seem like a “good fit” with your organization?
(culture, philosophy)

CONTACT THE FUNDER before you write your proposal. Be sure to
clearly understand their guidelines and eligibility criteria.
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Knowing your Funding Source

Preparing
to Apply

FUNDERS:
• Prefer to fund projects that are expressed in simple
terms and will meet a clearly identified need or
opportunity.
• Are more likely to fund your project if they are assured
you have a plan for sustainability beyond the initial grant.
• Give money to organizations they trust, projects they feel
confident about and causes aligned with their mandate.
• Are often risk adverse.

Funders don’t fund good ideas…
they fund projects they can defend.

Source: Grant Tips from Non Profit Times www.nptimes.com/enews/tips/grants.html
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Activity –

Preparing
to Apply

Task:
Describe 1 need/opportunity that currently exists in your community.
Instructions:
1. In groups of three (3) identify 1 need or opportunity that you are aware
off in your community. Decide as a group which of the ideas you want to
explore further. Record how you made your selection (the criteria you
used).
2. Identify what evidence currently exists that helps describe the need or
opportunity you selected.
3. Describe what additional sources of information you could access to help
confirm / reject the need or opportunity you selected.
4. Describe the resources available in the community / region that could
help advance / support the project should you receive funding.
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The Writing
Process

The Writing Process
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Proposal Design

The Writing
Process

Planning Questions for Consideration
• Why should the project or program exist?

• What is your project expected to do? Describe the
future.
• What resources will you use?

• How and when will the project or program operate?
• How will the program or project be financed beyond the
grant dollars? Is it sustainable?
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Proposal Design
Basic Components of a
Proposal Package:
• Proposal / Executive Summary
• Introduction / Organization
Information
• Problem/ Need / Situation
Description
• Goals / Objectives
• Activities (methods or design)
• Outcomes (impact of activities)
• Evaluation
• Conclusion
• Future Funding
• Project Budget
• Appendices / Supplemental
Materials
Resource: Grantsmanship Center, https://www.tgci.com/publications-purchase

The Writing
Process

Writing Sequence
• Problem statement
• Goals / Objectives
• Activities
• Evaluation
• Future funding
• Budget, time table
• Introduction
• Title (cover) page
• Summary
• Appendices
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The Writing
Process

Problem Statement

What problem, issue or opportunity is your project or
program trying to address?
• Your statement of problem – your need – represents the
reason behind your proposal.
• Briefly explain what needs to change, why is there a need
for change?
• Answer the question, “What community problem or
issue does this project or program solve?
Other terms
for “Problem
Statement”
•
•
•
•

Issue Statement
Needs Assessment
Situation
Opportunity
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Problem Statement

The Writing
Process

Incorrect Example:
“ABC School needs to hire a safety office to police and
protect its students”
Correct Example:
“Over the past year there has been a 65% increase in crime
and violence towards students in ABC school.”
Comments:
• The problem statement needs to describe why you feel you need a safety officer.
• The hiring of a safety officer is part of the solution to the problem – not the problem.
It is a very common error to state the solution (method) when describing the
problem. Aim to get at the root causes when describing problems.
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Activity – 5 Minutes

The Writing
Process

Task:
Practice crafting content for project proposal components. Create a problem
or opportunity statement.
Instructions:
In groups of 3:
• Discuss describe a problem or opportunity that you have in common.
• List 2 or more pieces of evidence you have that support your thinking.
• Create a problem or opportunity statement.

Time permitting:
• Create one goal statement (desired end state)
• Create one objective (measurable change you will achieve)
• Identify a potential method (solution) and your rationale for why you
selected this approach (your theory of change).
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Example

The Writing
Process

Problem Statement
“Over the past year there has been a 65% increase in crime and violence
towards students in ABC school.”
Evidence:
- Minimum period of data collection to measure increase
- Number of reported property crimes
- Number of reported violent crimes/bullying behavior
Goal /Outcome Statement
• A safe and caring school free from crime and violence
Objectives (SMART Goal)
• Decrease in property crime by 15% each year.
Proposed Solution & Theory of Change
• Hiring a school police officer. Presence of law enforcement will deter
crime (theft from lockers).
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Additional Resources

Resources
Best Practices &
Tips

The Grantsmanship Center - Program Planning and Proposal Writing

A Great Summary of What Works.
https://www.tgci.com/resources/webcasts/reasons-youll-get-grant
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Additional Resources

Alberta Culture & Tourism – Grant information (General)
http://culture.alberta.ca/community/community-grants/

Resources
Best Practices &
Tips

Community Initiatives Program (CIP)
http://culture.alberta.ca/community/community-grants/community-initiatives-program/
Community Facility Enhancement Program (CFEP)
http://culture.alberta.ca/community/community-grants/community-facility-enhancementprogram/
Building Corporate Relationship – A Toolkit for Non-Profits
Financial Assistance Summary
http://www.culturetourism.alberta.ca/community/resources-and-links/
Heritage and Museums
http://www.culture.alberta.ca/heritage-and-museums/grants-and-recognition/
Community and Regional Economic Support Program (CARES)
https://www.alberta.ca/community-regional-economic-support-program.aspx
Alberta Canada Job Grant
http://www.albertacanada.com/opportunity/employers/jobgrant.aspx
Canada Business Network
http://canadabusiness.ca/programs/?program_type=2&sgc=48&naics

Note: This is not an exhaustive list of available grants or funders.
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Resources
Best Practices &
Tips

Video
The Grantsmanship Center: 8
Reasons You’ll Get the Grant.
https://www.youtube.com/embed/S_KJZaoUbxU?width=640&height=390&iframe=true
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